Logistics real estate operating environment fueled by durable structural drivers
**Mexico**

Durable logistics real estate operating conditions in Mexico reflect the strength of the sector’s structural demand drivers. Rising affluence, e-commerce and an undersupply of modern logistics stock to service consumers in Mexico City, as well as economic linkages to stable growth in the United States, demand tailwinds. Geopolitical uncertainty is a critical consideration, however, as reflected in attractive relative valuations.

**Structural demand drivers of Mexican logistics real estate continue to advance and present a unique opportunity.** Mexico’s logistics real estate market is a growth industry with diverse and unique demand drivers. These drivers unfold gradually over time and include: (i) a large and growing consumer market in Mexico City, increasingly serviced by e-commerce companies; (ii) a vast undersupply of modern logistics stock in Mexico City with pronounced supply barriers; (iii) proximity and established supply chain linkages to the United States with USD-denominated leases in the border markets; and (iv) a production shift away from long, global supply chains to shorter, regional supply chains to reduce potential disruption risk, improve time to market, and reduce administrative costs are favorable trends for Mexico and North American producers.
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However, uncertainty surrounding near-term business activity has been a drag. Soft and slowing economic growth in Mexico is underpinned by volatile business conditions. Economic growth in Mexico is increasingly moving at two speeds. Overall, real GDP in the fourth quarter slowed to 1.2% annualized growth. However, goods-producing sectors’ output (e.g., manufacturing, construction, mining) contracted by 4.3%—a reflection of weak business confidence most likely partially impacted by U.S. business sentiment and equity performance during the period. Indeed, Mexico business confidence has since rebounded modestly in the first quarter of 2019, in line with U.S. financial market performance. Services (e.g., wholesale and retail trade) offset the weak industrial performance, expanded by 3.4% during the fourth quarter of 2018. Strong services conditions more closely aligned with historically high consumer confidence, which stood at the highest reading on record in February 2019.²
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Dual-speed economy could impact logistics real estate demand. Mexican logistics real estate operating conditions are healthy. Modern vacant stock remains low in the six main logistics markets at 4.2%, and is flat year-over-year. Solid consumption growth and high supply barriers in Mexico City south of the tollbooth in the CTT corridor has kept market vacancy low and near 2%. Border markets also remain stable with vacancy near 3.5%. However, recent labor tensions pose a unique threat to the leasing environment in the manufacturing-oriented markets, and volatile business conditions for goods-producing sectors are key risks to monitor.
Oversupply risk is more nuanced, and less concerning, than the data suggests. Although development activity in Mexico increased with 13.5 million square feet currently under construction, a handful of development trends temper oversupply concerns: (i) current market vacancy remains less than one year of forecasted annual logistics real estate demand and development activity is a response to positive supply/demand imbalance in recent years; (ii) gaining energy access for new facilities is increasingly challenging, which extends the amount of time required to complete projects, and may stall future development starts; and (iii) a notable share of ill-conceived facilities remain under construction, particularly in Monterrey, and do not compete with modern logistics facilities. In Guadalajara, risk of oversupply permeated the market over the last year, and undisciplined supply remains a forward risk.

Attractive relative returns reflect the elevated business uncertainty. Tempered business confidence grew more negative over the last year. Labor tensions in Matamoras and potential upward pressure on costs are evolving and raise uncertainty for operating conditions in the production markets going forward. Favorable dynamics include the U.S. Fed policy, as a potential pause in future rate hikes could signal opportunity for emerging market capital flows. Relative returns in Mexico remain attractive. Modern-grade (Prime/Core) cap rate spreads between Mexican markets and U.S. peer markets have trended ~85 basis points higher than the average spread between 2014 and 2016.
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About Prologis Research

Prologis’ Research department studies fundamental and investment trends and Prologis’ customers’ needs to assist in identifying opportunities and avoiding risk across four continents. The team contributes to investment decisions and long-term strategic initiatives, in addition to publishing white papers and other research reports. Prologis publishes research on the market dynamics impacting Prologis’ customers’ businesses, including global supply chain issues and developments in the logistics and real estate industries. Prologis’ dedicated research team works collaboratively with all company departments to help guide Prologis’ market entry, expansion, acquisition and development strategies.

About FIBRA Prologis

FIBRA Prologis is a leading owner and operator of Class-A industrial real estate in Mexico. As of December 31, 2018, FIBRA Prologis was comprised of 200 logistics and manufacturing facilities in six industrial markets in Mexico totaling 36.0 million square feet (3.3 million square meters) of gross leaseable area.